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INTRODUCTION 

At the University of Maine our staff was always 
exploring variables which might influence the outcome 
of a game. We looked at a wide variety of things 
including every type of scoring chance, frequency of 
body checks, face-offs, and turnovers. Simply, we 
wanted to know if we were more likely to win if we won 
more face-offs, or if we outchanced the opponent in the 
neutral zone, or if we threw over 100 body checks, etc. 

We found that when we won over SO% of the face-offs in 
a game we won all but a few games over a three year 
period. Did we win all those games because we won 
more face-offs than our opponents? Probably not. just 
because there was a relationship between winning face-
offs and winning games does not mean that winning face-
offs CAUSED  us to win games. During this period of 
time we were better than most of our opponents in a lot 
of areas. If a team dominates it's opponent in face-offs, 
it will likely have an edge in time of possession and 
therefore be able to dictate the tempo of the game. 
Certainly, if the opponent is more skilled in all the other 
facets of the game then this may not be true. However, 
it should be clear to all coaches that when other things 
are equal or nearly equal, face-off abillities can be a 
decisive factor in a game's outcome. 

There are two main themes we will review in this 
presentation. We will begin by analyzing how players 
can win draws. The second part of the presentation 
outlines a variety of face-off plays that a team can use 
to break a puck out, attack quickly, or score off the 
face-off in the offensive zone. The second portion will 



also review some simple defensive rules coaches might 
consider. 

'THE CRITICAL MOMENTS AND TIMING 

Perhaps more important than winning a simple majority 
of face-offs is the winning of face-offs during the critical 
moments of a game. What are the critical moments? 
Each game is a little different from the next. However, 
winning face-offs during power play and penalty killing 
situations are critical moment examples. Winning end 
zone face-offs in the last minute of any period is another 
example. A team might lose over SO% of face-offs but if 
they win the important ones at the right times, they 
improve their chances to win. 

STATISTICS, FOCUS, AND TEAM PERFORMANCE 
One of the ways to improve your team's focus and 
overall performance is to set face-off objectives. At 
Maine, two of our 12 game by game objectives had to 
do with face-offs. One objective was to win over 60% of 
all draws. The other was to outchance the opponent on 
face-offs during each game. 

Also, we kept individual statistics for forwards 
regarding draws. Our draw men were aware of their 
level of success in each game, in each zone, and over the 
course of time. If a player's face-off performance would 
begin to deteriorate, he would get some remedial work 
with the coaching staff. 

If you want to improve your team's face-off focus and 
performance without too much statistical work, three 
things come to mind. First, talk about the importance 
of this part of the game. Reward good execution with 
verbal praise. Second, practice the techniques and 
tactics of face-offs. If time is spent practicing, it 



demonstrates to players how much the coach values 
good face-off performance. Finally, make face-off 
success a matter of pride with your team. It can be 
good to make it an Mf AGAINST THEM thing. It can 
represent partial victory in any game which was won or 
lost. 

FACE-OFFS AND AGE GROUPS 

Keep in mind that face-off techniques and tactics are 
not nearly as important as skating, puck control, 
passing, shooting, and checking at the youth levels. If 
you're working with the youngest players, perhaps very 
little should be said or done with face-offs. As the 
players get older, pee wee and above, more 

emphasis can be placed on face-offs. Regardless of the 
level, remain mindful of what's most important to your 
players' development and use your practice time 
accordingly. 

It is possible that there will be ice time problems at the 
higher age levels also. If this is the case, much of what 
needs to be done relative to face-offs can be done in a 
parking lot or a gymnasium. 

Face-offs are no different than any other part of the 
game. If you wish to succeed, you must practice. 
Diagraming a special face-off play in the waning 
moments of a game, which you've not practiced, has 
little chance of being successful. 

ZONES 

When you win a face-off in the defensive zone, you limit 
the possibility of allowing a scoring chance against. You 



have a chance to get the puck out of the defensive zone. 
You have a chance to start a successful attack. 

When you win a face-off in the neutral zone, you 
enhance the possibility of getting the puck into the 
offensive zone and limit the chance of the puck 
Immediately entering your defensive zone. 

When you win a face-off in the offensive zone, you might 
create an immediate scoring chance. At the very least, 
possessing the puck off the offensive zone draw ensures 
continued attacking pressure. 

TECHNIQUE OF TAKING DRAWS 

The technique of taking a face-off can be as individual as 
batting stance is for a baseball player. Actually there is 
no right and wrong way of doing it. However, there are 
some fundamental ideas which might be helpful for 
Instructing youngsters in how to take draws and for 
helping those who are having trouble winning them. 

What makes someone a good draw man? It is my belief 
that athletic talent is a big part of this equation. 
Certainly, the player who has great quickness, 
anticipation, timing, strength, and good hand-eye 
coordination is more likely to win draws than others 
with lesser abilities in these areas. Therefore, some 
players will have a knack for winning draws. Others will 
have to work very hard to achieve success on face-offs. 

By analyzing effective draw men and by studying other 
presentations on this subject, there appear to be 
certain principles surrounding the mechanics and 
techniques of drawing the puck which many of the best 
draw men seem to have. 



Remember that some players may be successful without 
adhering to the principles outline below. If they can win 
draws with their own methods, be careful not to over-
coach. On the other hand, as players progress in 
hockey, they tend to need a greater arsenal of tricks to 
combat the techniques of the opponent. It is the coach's 
duty to expose his players to different methods of 
achieving a successful result. 

Fundamentals 

* Arriving at the dot: There are two schools of 
thought regarding how to get to the dot and set up 
to take the face-off. Some like to glide into the 
face-off area and provide themselves with momentum 
as the puck is dropped. Others like to get to the 
circle early, establish position over the face-off dot, 
physically controlling the area where the puck will be 
dropped. 

* Stance and Posture: The basic athletic stance is very 
important. That is, players must have their kness 
and ankles bent and their skates underneath the 
body, slightly wider than shoulder width. A 
tendency of many youngsters is to have the feet too 
wide. If the skates are too wide the lower body can 
not be utilized to add power to the draw attempt. 
Also, the draw man is vulnerable to having the 
opponent skate immediately past him after the puck 
is dropped. If the skates are postioned too close 
together or the joints are not property flexed, the 
result is a lack of balance and power. 

The position of the head and eyes is also important. 
Bending the upper body so that your head and eyes 
are at the same level as the officials hand can be an 



advantage toward achieving quicker reaction time. 

flaking the draw with your entire body: Very few 
players have the strength to draw the puck success-
fully while using just the arms. Players should keep 
their arms close to the torso. Thus, the full power of 
the shoulders, back, and the legs can be marshalled 
during the face-off. 

• Up and down motion: Most successful draw men 
draw the puck with an up and down motion of their 
sticks as opposed to a sweeping left to right or right 
to left motion. The basic up and down motion can be 
combined with a twisting of the body to one side or 
the other for maximum power. The up and down 
motion allows the draw man to use his body weight 
and gravity to full advantage. 

• The hands and winning the draw cleanly: When the 
draw man is trying to win the puck cleanly on the 
first effort he must not hold the stick too tightly. 
If the stick is held too tightly, hand and arm speed 
are lost. The tendency of many youngsters is to be-
come to anxious, too tense while taking the draw. 

* The stick blade: Keep the stick blade slightly off the 
ice. This promotes quickness and brings the stick 
closer to where it needs to go when using the 
aforementioned up and down drawing motion. 

*Inning Draws with Second Effort 

Teams often meet opponents with draw men who are 
superior to their own. When facing a center with more 
drawing ability, it may be necessary to neutralize his 
effort to win the draw, then try to gain possession of 
the puck with a second effort. 



The following is a list of some of the techniques which 
one might use to neutralize the opponent on the draw 
then win on second effort: 

• Block the motion of the opposing centerman's stick 
which will create a loose puck for you to sweep back 
with a second swipe. 

* Move into the opponent checking his stick first then 
his body; the puck is then retrieved by a teammate. 

• Check the opponent's stick, spin into his body, kick 
the puck back to a teammate. 

When checking the motion of an opponent's stick, it is 
often best to use the back of the shaft near the heel. 
This is a very strong part of your stick. If one attempts 
to use the blade to stop the motion of the opponent's 
stick, the opponent will often be able to muscle straight 
through your checking attempt. 

THE TACTICAL APPLICATION OF DRAWING THE PUCK: 

There are basically three tactical applications for 
drawing the puck. A player can: 

I. Draw the puck back or to the side. 

2. Push the puck forward. 

3. Take out the opposing center so a teammate can 
retrieve the puck. 



Most draws are intended to involve drawing the puck 
back either on the first or second effort. However, 
many of the face-offs at the highest level are ultimately 
won by the efforts of other players on the ice. A wing 
or a defensemen will come in to pick up the puck and in 
this way his team wins the draw. 

Perhaps the least used draw technique is the forward 
push. This technique can be applied tactically in the 
following ways: 

I. Push to yourself usually on the forehand though 
it can be done on the backhand. 

2. Push to an open area for a teammate to pick up. 

3. Push to an open area. 

4. Shoot the puck on net with a teammate headed 
to the net for a rebound. 

ZONE BY ZONE AND SITUATIOM4L 
PHILOSOPHIES 

Coaches should take some time to develop their 
strategic philosophies as these pertain to each zone on 
the ice. Coaches might also include allowances for the 
amount of time left in the game, the score, power play 
situations, penalty killing situations, and pulled goalie 
situations. 

Defensive Zone 

Most coaches agree that their teams should think 
defense first on any face-off in the defensive zone. Also, 
it is important for each player to know all the 



responsibilities of his teammates. Players are often 
thrown out of the face-off circle. This means that 
people have to assume roles that they don't normally 
assume. At the higher levels, a coach must have his 
team prepared for this inevitability. Defense can't be 
the only consideration. Teams must have designs for 
breakouts if they do win the draw. 

Neutral Zone 

This zone usually does not result in consensus among 
coaches as to what the philosophy should be. Coaches 
disagree as whether the main focus should be offense or 
defense. Perhaps the best rule of thumb is for the 
philosophy to be dictated by the score or the time in 
the game. If you're behind, the philosophy will tend to 
be offensive. If you're ahead, the philosophy would tend 
to be defensive. 

Offensive Zone 

Most coaches agree that the primary focus in this zone 
should be offense. However, teams cannot be totally 
oblivious of defensive considerations in this zone. Many 
goal are scored on fast breaks off end zone face-offs 
because of improper blocking out or poor decision 
making by the attacking team. 

Power Play 

On offensive zone face-offs while on the power play, do 
you play for possession or do you attempt to score right 
off the draw. We did a statistical analysis of scoring 
chances this season. We found that the number of goals 
scored on power play face-offs per number of chances 
was the highest of any scoring chance category. 
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There are many philosophical areas to explore regarding 
penalty killing face-offs. The two most common 
situations are neutral zone face-offs and defensive zone 
face-offs. Most coaches agree that defense must be the 
first priority in penalty killing situations. However, 
consider that the power play team does not tend to 
think defensively. This means that they can be caught 
unaware if the draw is won cleanly by the penalty killing 
team. 

Another area to consider is how to cover a face-off in 
the defensive zone. One way to ensure good coverage is 
to have a defenseman take the draw. This may be 
unacceptable to some coaches. Another philosophical 
issue involves whether or not the board forward should 
be covered by the penalty killing team on defensive zone 
face-offs. 

Pulled Goalie 

The philosophical dilemna in this situation is the same as 
that which exists with the power play. Should you try 
to score off the draw or play simply for possession? If 
there are only a few seconds remaining, there is no 
dilemna. You must attempt to score off a set face-off 
play. 

Ssore_andlimellemalning 

All of the philosophies outlined above are subject to 
modification based upon the game situation as defined 
by time and score. For example, the primary philosophy 
for a defensive zone draw might be defensive. However, 
if you're team is down by a goal with less than two 



minutes to play in the game, the philosophy may switch 
to offense. 

FACE-OFF INTENSITY 

Perhaps the most critical idea for us to consider before 
we get into the set plays one might use in different 
situations is the concept of face-off intensity. The coach 
must communicate the importance each face-off has. 
Players tend to look upon face-offs as a necessary evil in 
hockey; simply a way to resume play. 

Players must block out opponents when appropriate. 
They must fight through picks and not allow themselves 
to be blocked out when appropriate. Players must be 
prepared to compete for loose pucks left when two 
centers have neutralized each other. 

The coach must demand that players have this type of 
intensity. Frankly, if players are intense each time the 
play begins, they are more likely to be intense through 
the remainder of each shift. 

FACE-OFF PLAYS 

The next several pages will cover a wide variety of face-
off plays a coach might consider teaching to his team. 
We will look also at the defensive needs and reads 
required to combat certain offensive face-off plays. 

We will begin by exploring the defensive zone, followed 
by the offensive zone, neutral zone, finishing with 
special situations. 

Defensive Zone Face-offs 



DEFENSIVE PLAY: All defensive play during defensive 
zone face-offs must be based on the formations 
employed by the offensive team. In this case, the 
opponent is using a standard three across formation. 
One method of defending against this formation is the 
five up method. The advantage of this formation is that 
it puts the defenders in good defensive position 
provided that you are using a (2-1-2) defensive zone 
coverage system. It can easily allow for wings on 
defensemen, center on center and defensemen on 
opposing wingers. The disadvantage would surface if the 
offensive center were able to push the puck past and 
get himself past the defnsive center. There is no second 
line of defense with this face-off formation. Notice how 
the wing coming through the circle first checks to see if 
the opposing board wing is coming across before heading 
to the point. A good teaching cue is to tell the wing 
skating through the circle to never be above the puck. 

Often the opposing wing positioned in the middle will 
block out the defensive team's wing coming through the 
circle on his way to the point. If the opponent is 
winning alot of draws and getting off good shots every 
time they win one, the scissor play might be helpful. 
The defending team's wing will exchange roles where the 
wide wing goes to the board point (staying below the 
puck) and the inside wing goes to the middle point man. 



WING'S SCISSOR 
Another basic method of coverage against the standard 
three across formation shows a defenseman back behind 
the center. He is there in case the opposing center 
breaks through. He is also in good position to start the 
breakout if his center wins the face-off. Also, his job is 
to cover the offensive board wing if the face-off is lost 
back toward the point. The defensive board wing has to 
fight through and get to the board side point. 

There are many other formations that the opponent can 
use to confuse the defending team. One of the best 
ways to insure that your team doesn't get confused is to 
teach that defensemen cover forwards, center on 
center, and wings on defensemen. The two diagrams 



show different offensive formations and how you might 
want to line up to defend against them. 

Breakout Plays From Defensive Zone Face-Offs 

BOSTON COLLEGE FORMATION: Boston College used to 
employ an interesting formation in their defensive zone 
against three across offensive formations. They placed 
both wings on the net side of the circle. The 
defenseman behind the center is responsible for 
covering the net side offensive wing. This face-off can be 
very effective in an effort to start a quick breakout 
attack. The diagram on the left shows how they try to 
create a quick 2x1 right off the draw by pushing the 
puck forward. The diagram on the right involves 
drawing the puck back, a rimmed pass by the 
Defenseman. 



FLIP FLOP D WITH RIM: The left diagram involves 
placing the left hand shot defenseman along the boards 
and the right hand shot defenseman on the inside hash 
mark. This is necessary because the defenseman has to 
be on his forehand with puck protection to make this 
play work. The center attempts to draw the puck 
backwards for the board side defenseman to retrieve. 
The defenseman then rims the puck hard. The wide 
wing sprints to the area where the puck will wind up. 
He must read the left defenseman of the opposing team. 
The other winger has come through the circle and 
provides support to the wing picking up the puck. The 
key element is the defenseman being able to take the 
puck on his forehand to make the rim. The diagram on 
the right illustrates essentially the same play with the 
inside defenseman rimming the puck. This would be a 
great option if both defensemen were left shots or if you 
did not wish to flip flop the defensemen. 

WHEEL OUT AND PASS: This play is used off the same S 
across formation. The board defenseman retrieves the 
puck off the draw and wheels around the net making a 
direct pass to the wing who posts. If he's being checked 
closely, the inside defensemen can pick to give him more 
time to make the net. 
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PAUL COFFEY WHEEL OUT W/INDIRECT OPTION: This is 
a special face-off play which utilizes the special ability of 
a speedy defenseman. The board defenseman comes 
behind the center to retrieve the puck. Instead of 
wheeling behind the net, he utilizes a pick from the 
other defenseman and wheels in front of his own net. 
As he carries the puck, he has the option to bank the 
puck off the boards to the two wings flying out or carry 
the puck up ice himself. 

FLOW REVERSAL TO CENTER: The board defenseman 
retrieves the puck off the draw and heads for the net. 
The center provides support, prepared for a flow 
reversal. If the checking pressure warrants, the D will 
reverse the puck to the center. The wings adjust 
accordingly. The center then has the option to throw 



the puck up the boards, hit the other wing through the 
middle of the zone, or carry the puck up ice himself. 
This same play can be run with a reversal to the other 
defensman instead of the center. 

D TO D: The board Defenseman retrieves the puck. He 
slides a pass to the other defenseman who has fallen off 
behind the goal line. The winger provides an outlet pass 
for the defenseman who can either pass or carry the 
puck up ice himself. 

CENTER STREAK: The board defenseman retrieves the 
puck and looks to hit the center on a long direct pass up 
the middle. This is a tough play because the center 
must block out the opposing center before taking off up 
ice. The timing of the play is difficult. 



BUMP TO WING COMING THROUGH: The center 
attempts to tap the puck to the wing skating through 
the circle for a quick breakout. This play works very 
nicely against teams that are undisciplined about 
blocking out on face-offs. 

We have outlined several options for breakouts off 
defensive zone face-offs. However, you've probably 
noticed that we used the same basic formation. Most of 
the plays you've just looked at can be run with varying 
formations. Some will be more difficult to work than 
others. 

In closing the defensive zone part of this paper it is 
worth mentioning that in the defensive zone it is usually 
wise to anticipate losing the face-off and think defense 



first. The exception to this might be if your team is 
behind at a late stage of the game when risks are worth 
the rewards. 

NEUTRAL ZONE FACE-OFFS 

Offensive Plays 

Let's begin by discussing neutral zone face-offs from an 
offensive viewpoint. There are two legitimate goals that 
a team might pursue. The first objective is to get the 
puck into the offensive zone. The second objective 
would be to create a scoring chance while getting the 
puck into the offensive zone. With this in mind, the 
team winning the draw must first think of advancing the 
puck to the center red line so that the puck can be 
dumped in if necessary. 

Many teams look to dump the puck into the offensive 
zone on most all neutral zone face-offs. If you plan to 
have this as your own strategy, consider dumping the 
puck surgically, with a predetermined plan for retrieval 
or attempt at the net. Sometimes the opponent's 
checking pressure will not allow you to dump the puck 
precisely where the play calls for it to be deposited. 
However, it is good to have a predetermined plan to use 
if the checking pressure does not create a problem for 
the dump-in. 

If you use dump-ins as part of your attack strategy on 
neutral zone face-offs, you must consider some things 
like the liveliness of the boards, the opposing formation, 
and the opposing goalie. An example of this might be 
where your play calls for a rimmed dump-in. The boards 
are close to the net and the goalie is very good at 
getting to the puck. He is also good at decision making 
with the puck behind the net and passing it with 



velocity. In this scenario, a face-off play calling for a 
rimmed dump-in may not be the best idea. 

Another consideration has to be whether the face-off is 
called at the offensive blue line, defensive blue line, or in 
the center circle. This will likely have some impact on 
which type of play you attempt to execute. The next 
few pages outline some offensive face-off 
options for the neutral zone. 

REACH THE RED AND DUMP: The center draws the 
puck back to one of his defensemen. The wide side wing 
must block out and the center must block out so that 
the defense can reach the center red line and throw the 
puck in. 
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RIM AND FLOOD: The center draws the puck back to 
the Defenseman. The puck is advanced to the red line, 
rimmed hard around the boards. The center and wing 
flood the far boards in anticipation of the arrival of the 
puck. 
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CROSS DUMP AND FLOOD: This is the same play as the 
one above except the puck is dumped diagonally rather 
than around the boards. The center and wide wing must 
flood the area where the puck is dumped. Sometimes 
the puck can be dumped so that it pops out to the 
inside hash mark. When this happens, the first touch 
can be a shot on goal. 
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WING/CENTER SWITCH: The pattern is basically the 
same as the last two plays except now the focus is to 
spring the wing or the center with a pass in an effort to 
create a scoring chance. Again the puck is drawn back 
to the defense. The board wing will cut across the ice, 
timing it so he can receive a hard pass right between 
the opposing D. 
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LONG INDIRECT: This play is an attempt to catch the 
opponent whose players are up a bit too tight or 
pressing too hard to score a goal. The puck is drawn 
back to the defenseman. He fires an indirect pass off 
the far board. The wide wing skates to retrieve the 
puck and is supported by the center. 
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GOLDEN GOPHER DEFENSEMAN DIVE: This play reminds 
me of a football fullback diving into the offensive line. 
The center takes out the opposing center and leaves the 
puck for the uprushing defenseman. The wing on that 
side blocks out the opposing forward. The other wing 
widens out and moves up ice. This play can catch the 
two opposing defensmen flat-footed. 
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SCISSORS FOR THE NEUTRAL ZONE: The wing and the 
defenseman switch positions for the draw. The center 
shoots the puck off the draw toward the far boards. 
The wing has anticipated the draw and started to move 
slightly before the puck was dropped. Obviously, to run 
this play you must have a center who will be able to 
utilize his forehand. 
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BUMP BACK TO THE CENTER: This play is very effective 
against teams that like to forecheck in a 1-2-2 pattern 
after losing the draw with their center being the lead 
forechecker. The puck is drawn back to the defenseman 
who bumps the puck back to the center to start the 
attack. The center must be certain to skate in a manner 
that allows for a good passing angle for delivery of the 
puck from the defenseman. 
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RIM TO THE DEFENSEMAN: The center draws the puck 
back to the board defenseman who rifles the puck into 
the offensive zone along the boards. The other 
defenseman moves into the zone to pick up the puck. 
He gets a pick from the wing on his side of the ice. 
When the Defenseman gets the puck he fires it 
immediately toward the net as two forwards drive at 
the net. 
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SPEED DEVELOPER: This pattern involves having 
defensemen with the ability to back skate with the puck 
to create the time necessary to run this play. The puck 
Is drawn back to the board D. He makes a °Er to 'Dm 
pass. While this is happening the board wing loops back 
behind the ''D" to generate speed. The center assumes 
the original board wing's position by swinging himself in 
the effort to generate speed. The defenseman has the 
option of passing to the swinging wing or to make a long 
pass to the tenter. 
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SCISSORS: Wing and Defenseman switch positions. The 
puck is drawn back to the board 1612. The wing 
anticipates the drop of the puck, widens out and heads 
toward the offensive blue line. The wing receives 
a pass from the board 1:1" and then attacks the net. 
Either the center or the wing head for the net to further 
pressure the opponent. . 
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SCISSORS W/INDIRECT PASS: This face-off is used after 
the a team has successfully used the scissors face-off 
Immediately above. The opposing defenseman will likely 
cheat up to check the wing as he receives a direct pass. 
Instead of making the direct pass, the defenseman 
makes and indirect pass in front of the opposing 
defenseman. The pass will bounce behind the opposing 
I? where it can be picked up by the wing. 
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Neutral Zone Defense Off a Lost Draw 

When a neutral zone face-off is lost, the objective must 
be to retrieve the puck as soon as possible. One 
consideration is to deny the opponent access to the 
center red line. This would likely involve very aggressive 
forechecking. In this way they will be unable to dump 
the puck into your defensive zone. A different 
philosophical position is to be unconcerned with 
whether or not the opponent can gain the red line. You 
might apply only moderate pressure on the puck but 
cover the opposing forwards tightly. In essence, you will 
allow the opponent to dump the puck in, but, their 
forwards will be impeded from forechecking through 
your blocking efforts. Thus, their dump-in becomes a 
turnover. 

Another philosophical consideration regarding lost 
neutral zone face-offs might be where the face-off 
occurs. If it occurs at the offensive blue line or at the 
center circle, the philosophy may be to deny the 
opponent access to the center red line. If the face-off 
occurs at the defensive blue line, the philosophy might 
be to pressure the puck with only one man and block 
out the opposing forwards. Forechecking aggressively 
off a lost face-off at defensive blue line is not likely to 
yield a turnover. This is because the opponent already 

, 



has the puck beyond the red line and will likely dump 
the puck in rather than turn it over. 

The next few diagrams offer some strategies for dealing 
with a lost face-off in the neutral zone. Basically what 
we are looking at is neutral zone forechecldng. If you 
are working with very young and inexperienced players, 
it is probably wise to use the same forechecking pattern 
in the neutral zone that you are using in the offensive 
zone. When working with older players and depending 
also upon the amount of practice time available, it is 
possible and perhaps even preferable to vary your 
checking patterns off face-offs in the neutral zone. 

(2-1-2) PATTERN: The two wings forecheck the 
opposing defensemen man for man off the lost face-off. 
The center locks the middle of the ice. If the puck is 
passed up the side by the opponent, the strong side 
defenseman steps up and the center fills behind. The 
weak side defensemen must slide over. € I CP .1. 
RIGHT WING / CENTER SYSTEM: The right wing and the 
center will attack and marry the opposing defensemen 
off a lost draw. The left wing will lock on to the 
opposing right wing. The left defenseman will play the 
middle of the ice and check the opposing center. The 
right defenseman will crash against the opposing left 
wing if the pass comes to him along the boards. 

\ 



13 4 0  • • • 
(1-3-1) SYSTEM: The right wing will forecheck against 
the two opposing defensemen. He must use good 
angling technique to ensure that the defensemen are 
always under pressure. The center will lock the 
opposing center, the left wing will lock the opposing 
right wing. The right defenseman will crash on the 
opposing left wing. The right defenseman acts as a free 
safety prepared to assist if someone is beaten. He is 
also the first back to retrieve pucks dumped into the 
defensive zone. 

CI • 
• • 

(1-4) SYSTEM: The center does the forechecking of the 
two opposing defensemen in the same manner as the 
right wing in the (1-3-1) system above. He must employ 
good angling technique. The right and left wings lock on 
the opposing wings. The defensemen form a two man 
wall at the defensive blue line. If necessary, one 
defenseman will force a dump while the other 
defenseman holds his position. 
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OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFFS 

Scoring a goal off a face-off can give a team a 
tremendous lift. Not only does it help the psyche of the 
scoring team, ft tends to demoralize the opponent. 

There are normally two prime objectives for face-offs in 
the offensive zone. Usually, the first objective is to 
create a scoring chance off a set play. The second 
objective might be to get possession of the puck for an 
attempt at the net later. A secondary type of objective, 
which often remains hidden, is to ensure that the 
opponent does not get a quick easy breakout and rush 
scoring chance off the face-off. 

A very important point to consider is how the opponent 
lines up. This can sometimes dictate which types of 
plays have the greatest prospects for success. An 
example of this would be that when a team lines up with 
five players across, the weak point in the formation is 
actually behind it. Therefore, pushing the puck past the 
center and taking it to the net is a good play against this 
particular alignment. Players must be aware of which 
plays tend to work best against which formations. 

Another element which coaches might touch upon with 
their teams is how they plan to forecheck in the event 
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of a lost draw. In some cases, when the opponent has a 
superior draw man taking the face-offs, it is wise to 
have a special plan of forechecking in anticipation of a 
lost draw. 

Aside from actually controlling the puck off the face-off, 
the most important tactic is the blocking out of the 
opposing players. If the face-off is won, blocking out can 
afford time and space to the shooter. If the face-off is 
lost, blocking out can stop the opponent from quickly 
breaking out and causing a scoring chance against. 
Younger players tend to sleep during face-offs. They 
must be taught the purpose and importance of blocking 
out. 

One of the more recent developments in offensive zone 
face-offs has been the tendency to utilize a air 
formation with the front three players. The wings are 
off the hash marks two to four feet. This formation 
allows skating room for the potential shooter. It also 
allows a player responsible for blocking out to have a bit 
more time to read which opponent he must block out. 
I've found that when attempting to block out it is an 
advantage to be able to skate into the opponent. If the 
opponent has momentum and the blocker has none, the 
opponent can generally break through. By being off the 
line and actually attacking the person whom one is 
responsible for blocking out, the prospects for success 
are enhanced. 

The next several pages offer a variety of face-off plays 
for the offensive zone. Some are very simple, others are 
more complicated. They all work under the right 
circumstances. 

'THREE ACROSS, DRAW BACK TO DEFENSE: The center 
tries to draw the puck back to either defenseman for a 



shot on net. The wings and centers must block out and 
then go to the net for rebounds. 

THREE ACROSS WITH ONE DEFENSEMAN UP TO SHOOT: 
One defensemen will move up behind the center slightly 
to the center's right or left depending on which side the 
center wishes to draw the puck back. Again, the 
forwards must block out well. 

THREE ACROSS BOSSY PLAY: The wings line up 
normally. The center attempts to draw the puck back 
to the defensemen. The right wing skates off the 
boards, across the slot pivoting to backwards. The 
defenseman passes to the RW for a one timed shot. 
Initially there has to be some blocking out. However, 
the enemy players who are assigned to cover the 
defensemen must be allowed to do so eventually so that 
there is space for the RW to shoot. 



'THREE ACROSS FLIP FLOP WINGS: The right wing lines 
up on the left side and the left wing lines up one the 
right side. The left wing must anticipate the dropping of 
the puck and move like a shot behind the center. The 
center attempts to leave the puck just behind him for 
the left wing to shoot on his forehand while skating 
acrosss. The right wing and center must also do a good 
job of blocking out so that the left wing has time to 
shoot. 

SCISSORS FOR THE OFFENSIVE ZONE: Now we've placed 
the defenseman on the line and the right wing at the 
point. Again this face-off will tend to work best after a 
team has had some success with the simple flip flop of 
the wings. On the draw, the RW will begin to slide into 
the slot. The D will block out. The LW comes across, 
gets the puck and slides it to the RW wing for a one 
timed shot. 



SLOT FACE-OFF: The board wing lines up in the slot 
behind the center. The center attempts to draw the 
puck back to the board wing for a quick shot. 

BEHIND THE NET OFF SLOT FORMATION: The board 
defenseman moves up for the draw. The center bumps 
the puck to the defenseman. The defenseman throws 
the puck along the boards where the wing retrieves. 
The center slips to the front of the net for the shot. 
This play is used if the opponent does not cover the 
boards in an effort to counter the slot formation. 



DOUBLE WING SHOOT OFF DRAW: Both wings line up on 
the net side of the face-off circle. The center tries to 
shoot the puck at the net or toward the front of the 
net. The two wings crash the net looking for a rebound 
or loose puck. 

DOUBLE WING DEFENSEMAN SLOT: The defensemen 
come up to cover the boards and the slot area. The 
center draws the puck to the slot defenseman for a 
quick shot. 



DOUBLE WING ONE TIMER: The inside winger slides out 
of the formation positioning himself for a pass and one 
timed shot. 

DOUBLE WING SLIP THROUGH BY CENTER: Benign& 
bull: wings are up on the inside hash mark and the 
beard defenteman is Also up, the opponent is ainlikaealy  ft. 
isiVIC sour. in a second line of defense behind their 
center. Thus, the center attempts to slip the puck 
through, go to the net, then shoot. Hes supported by 
the wingers going to the net. 



DOUBLE WING ONE TIMER: The inside winger slides out 
of the formation positioning himself for a pass and one 
timed shot. 

DOUBLE WING SLIP THROUGH BY CENTER: Because 
both wings are up on the inside hash mark and the 
board defenseman is also up, the opponent is unlikely to 
have anyone in a second line of defense behind their 
center. Thus, the center attempts to slip the puck 
through, go to the net, then shoot. He's supported by 
the wingers going to the net. 



DOUBLE WING BEHIND THE NET: We looked at this play 
earlier under a different format. In this case, the 
outside wing retrieves the puck while the near wing 
picks the other opposing defenseman. The center slides 
across the front to receive a pass and shoot. 

V-FORMATION: The wings are flip-flopped and off the 
line creating a V-formation. The center can draw the 
puck to either wing for a one timed shot. This play is 
particularly effective if the inside wing can get the puck. 



SHOCK FACE-OFF: The wings both line up as 
defensemen and the defensemen line up in the wing 
positions. All four must anticipate the draw. The 
forwards charge as the puck is dropped and the 
defensemen retreat. The center tries to tie up the 
opponent so that the puck lies behind him and one of 
the onrushing wings can shoot it.  

‘..A../ 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFFS AND THE 
POWER PLAY 

Quite often teams do not attempt to score on offensive 
zone face-offs during power plays. The many teams 
emphasize gaining possession off the draw in an effort to 
score off a subsequent play. A question all coaches 



should ask themselves is whether or not they want to 
play for possession or try to score during power play 
offensive zone face-offs? 

After studying our scoring chance statistics accumulated 
during the 1990-91 season at the University of Maine, 
we discovered that it might be advantageous to try to 
score on P.P. offensive zone draws. The numbers 
Indicated that we had scored on 26.9% of all P.P. 
offensive zone face-off chances. We scored seven P.P. 
face-off goals out of 63 total power play goals. This was 
all accomplished without practicing power play face-offs 
or ever emphasizing the idea of scoring off a set face-off 
play. 

Why is the scoring percentage is so high for power play 
face-off chances? When looking at the most typical 
penalty killing face-off alignment you'll note that two of 
the four defenders are outside the prime scoring area. 
If the penalty killer taking the draw and the board 
defenseman get tied up, there's a very good possibility 
of the power play team creating a quick three on two in 
front of the net. 

Thus, it follows that it may be in the best interests of 
the power play team to try to score immediately off the 
face-off. It is possible that the best chance a team may 
get is immediately following the face-off. It is possible 
that the penalty killers will ice the puck sometime after 
the draw and that the power play team may never re-
enter the offensive zone. 

Most any of the offensive zone plays which were covered 
in the previous section could be used successfully during 
the power play. However, the coach should give some 
thought to actively interfering with the draw man and 



the board defenseman followed by an organized attempt 
to create a three versus two in front of the net. 

6 VS, S PULLED GOALIE OFFENSIVE 
ZONE FACE-OFFS 

There are two things that a team can try to do on an 
offensive zone face-off in a 6 vs. 5 situation. The team 
can play for possession or try to score immediately off 
the draw. If there are only a few seconds remaining on 
the clock, the choice is obvious. An attempt to =ore off 
the face-off is absolutely a must. If there are more than 
10 seconds remaining, then the coach has a choice. The 
next set of diagrams offers some 6 vs. S face-off options. 

6 VS. 5 BOSSY: The forward sandwiched between the 
other two forward will move out for a one timer. The 
center draws the puck back to the defenseman who 
slides it to the middle forward for the shot. 

6 VS. 5 PUSH: This face-off play might be appropriate 
when there is not sufficient time to draw the puck back. 
The center attempts to get the puck to the net while 
the other forwards drive to the net for shots or 
rebounds. 



SCISSORS COVERAGE: In this scenario, the draw is taken 
by one of the forwards. The forward taking the draw 
must tie up the opposing center initially. After tieing up 
the opposing center, he must then move to cover the 
net side point. The other forward skates to the board 
point through the face-off circle. He must not allow 
himself to be picked. The board defenseman must sprint 
for the front of the net. 

SCISSORS COVERAGE W/NE7' SIDE FORWARD SLOW 
PLAYING: The net side forward still is responsible for 
covering the board point. He will take an inside out 
route making sure that a point to point pass cannot be 
made. This may mean that the opponent will get a shot 
from the board point but will not be able to get the 
puck to the net side point. 

STANDARD COVERAGE W/DRAW HAN GOING TO NEAR 
POINT: The forward taking the draw will cover the 
board point after initially blocking out the opposing 
center. The net side forward will cover the net side 
point. 



The coach must answer two philosophical questions 
about his alignments. The first question regards 
whether or not the boards should be covered. The 
second question is whether or not a defenseman should 
take the draw. If the boards are uncovered, that will 
mean that three of the four defenders will be positioned 
In or near the prime scoring area off the draw. It also 
means that the opponent can easily gain possession of 
the puck off the face-off by simply tapping the puck to a 
player positioned on the boards. If a defertseman takes 
the face-off, it will make it easier for both forwards to 
get out to their defensive zone coverage positions. 
However, most defensemen are not as good at taking 
draws as their forward teammates. Should possession 
of the puck off a defensive zone penalty killing face-off 
be the primary concern or should coverage be the top 
priority? Perhaps the answer to this question lies in the 
ability of your personel to win face-offs. If you have an 
Individual who can win 65% of the draws he takes it may 
be wise to play for possession of the draw and a 
subsequent clear. Furthermore, if you have a draw man 
who's that talented, should you try for a set play whose 
purpose is to create scoring chance? 

There is nothing more demoralizing to the opposing 
power play unit then to lose the draw in the offensive 
zone and have the penalty killers throw the puck the 
length of the ice. It takes anywhere from 20 to 30 
seconds to get the puck back into the offensive zone 
under control after it has been sent down the ice. Also, 
there is no guarantee that the power play team will be 
able to get the puck back into the offensive zone at all. 



SCISSORS COVERAGE: In this scenario, the draw is taken 
by one of the forwards. The forward taking the draw 
must tie up the opposing center initially. After tieing up 
the opposing center, he must then move to cover the 
net side point. The other forward skates to the board 
point through the face-off circle. He must not allow 
himself to be picked. The board defenseman must sprint 
for the front of the net. 

SCISSORS COVERAGE WIN FT SIDE FORWARD SLOW 
PLAYING: The net side forward still is responsible for 
covering the board point. He will take an inside out 
route making sure that a point to point pass cannot be 
made. This may mean that the opponent will get a shot 
from the board point but will not be able to get the 
puck to the net side point. 

STANDARD COVERAGE W/DRAW HAN GOING TO NEAR 
POINT: The forward taking the draw will cover the 
board point after initially blocking out the opposing 
center. The net side forward will cover the net side 
point. 



STANDARD COVERAGE WITHOUT COVERING BOARDS: 
One defenseman is positioned behind the draw man and 
shaded toward the net. The draw man must cover the 
board point and the net side forward coven the net side 
point. The draw man does not worry about holding up 
the opposing draw man. The defenseman will take him. 
His Job is to quickly get to point if the draw is lost. 

1/4.A../ 

DEFENSEDIAN TAKING DRAW W/BOARD COVERAGE: 
The board side defenseman takes the draw with a 
forward covering the boards and ultimatley covering the 
board side point. The net side wing covers the net side 
point. 



DEFENSENAN TAKING DRAW WITHOUT BOARD • 
COVERAGE: One forward goes through the inside of the 
circle on the way to the point and the other forward 
coven the net side point. 

ffreakaats Off Penalty KS Draws 

THROUGH 'THE CIRCLE: Some coaches may not be fond 
of this play because it involves drawing the puck toward 
the middle of the ice. However it can mean a very quick 
dear out. 



THROUGH THE CIRCLE FOR FAST BREAK: This time the 
defenseman takes the draw and chips the puck to a 
forward coming through the circle. The wide forward 
will continue with him up ice hopefully creating a scoring 
chance. 

RIMMED CLEAR: The puck is drawn backwards and is 
played by the board defenseman around the boards. 
The wide forward moves toward the boards to shoot or 
deflect the puck out of the zone. 



CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have covered this topic in great detail in this paper. 
However, please understand that there are many more 
possibilities for face-off plays and probably more 
techniques for taking draws. Hopefully this work has 
provided the reader with a good basis for developing 
philosophies about face-offs, some basic principles about 
taking draws, some ideas about how to deploy 
personnel, and finally a few simple plays for achieving 
success in this part of the game. 

Please remember that although face-offs are a very 
important part of the game, there are other things that 
are far more important at the youth levels. If you are 
working with younger players, face-offs may not be 
important at all. if you're working with mites and 
squirts it is probabally not wise to take precious ice time 
away from practicing the basic technical skills in order 
to practice draws and face-off tactics. As players get 
older and competition increases, so does the importance 
of face-offs. 

Good luck to you in all your coaching endeavors. 
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